We are living in the most exciting
time in history. The world is
changing faster than anyone
could ever imagine and my
mission is to travel the sweep of
our globe to find out what this all
means.

WTF

WHAT THE FUTURE

6 X 30 MIN HD AVAILABLE NOW | 4 X 30 MIN HD AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2014

“The future is being written in places that you can’t even
imagine by people you would never expect. Tomorrow isn’t
being decided in a boardroom but over a bowl of noodles in
a busy city or on a dusty road in the middle of Africa. That’s
where I’m going to find out what happens next.”

What The Future is a 10-part series that explores the
world of tomorrow from a grass roots, street level
perspective. The series follows the adventurous and
engaging Warren Kimmel as he travels through
Africa and Asia on a search for unique insights into
the world of tomorrow.

TOMO R R O W
IS ALREADY
HER E
What The Future gets it’s name from the realization
that when you really understand the remarkable
changes going on in the world right now all you can
say is WTF! The show gets its passion and heart
from Host Warren Kimmel; an Economist, World
Renowned Actor, and new Father who has set
about on a mission to determine what tomorrow will
really look like. For good or bad, our world is
changing and Warren wants to understand what this
will all mean.

Shot in HD, What The Future is a gorgeous and
sweeping portrayal of the world as it is today and as
it will be in the future. From the dusty over crowded
cities of Africa to the raw and unchartered
savannah, the first 6 eps of What The Future track
the path of Africa. The next 4 plot the trajectory of
the world as seen through the eyes of people in
Asia, the most populous and fastest growing
continent. With economics and demographics on its
side Asia lays claim to the next part of this century.
Warren will see if their optimism will be realized.
WTF is available now as an exclusive TV event in the
US.

“I have seen kids in Africa that know more
about coding than eggheads in Palo Alto,
I’ve visited entrepreneurs in Vietnam that
are more cutthroat than any wolf on Wall
Street and I’ve seen how philanthropy can
do more good than anyone could ever
imagine. In short I have seen the future and
it’s bright.”
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